
Our three night stay was a joy from start to finish.

We started our break at Villa Lefkothea and Kea Villas, a trio of charming cottages and attached

mini resort of luxury suites which started as the vision of one man, Christos Liodakis, but has now

become the shining jewel in Kea’s brimming crown of delights.

This stunning group of holiday apartments sits perched on the top of Ioulida.

Set within gorgeous vineyards, with the ever-present scent of olive, fig and lemon trees wafting

across, it is a feast for the senses.

Built  in  1890 and recently renovated,  Villa  Lefkothea -  the collective  name for  the three mini

cottages - is named after the owner’s mother. Walking into the leafy courtyard of our cottage,

which directly overlooks the island, we were immediately enchanted.

Greeting us were panoramic views of the glistening Aegean sea, with the coastline of the mainland

visible on the horizon. Watching the sunset from the top of Kea was truly an exquisite experience.

Villa Lefkothea has so many individual delights, it is difficult to list them all. I could easily imagine

spending  my whole  holiday  gazing  out  onto  the sea  from my personal  sun  lounger.  The  self-

catering, fully equipped cottages - with excellent wireless broadband, it should be noted - are ideal

for block-booking for a family who want a quiet break, away from the madness of the resorts. Or

they can be individually hired out, as in our case.

Decorated in earthy colours and natural lighting, with quirky touches straight out of the owner’s

eclectic tastes, the feeling of relaxation and calm at Villa Lefkothea envelops you immediately.

Its  special  features  include  an  orthodox  chapel  which  was  built  to  protect  the  house  and its

owners.  It  would  make an  amazing  wedding  chapel  for  those  looking  for  a  unique setting  to

exchange their vows.

We were in awe of the beauty of the property, and of the island.

Source: http://www.yorkshireeveningpost.co.uk/what-s-on/travel-reviews/travel-review-kea-

greece-1-6934534 
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